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The polarization bistability is essential feature of vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL). It is generally 

associated with the gain dichroism for two orthogonal polarization modes. But within the framework of our earlier 

proposed approach to the description of VCSEL polarization [1,2], such mechanism can not be realized in principle, 

because such modes are not defined. According of our approach the polarization bistability is a result what the duration 

of polarization evolution is much longer when the intensity evolution one. This effect can be really observed in the 

polarization instability area, where the duration of polarization evolution becomes significantly longer than the photon 

lifetime. 

The theoretical model, proposed in [2], was used as the based model for bistability investgations. Triangular 

impulses with linear increase and decrease of current injections were imployed to the laser in order to specific features of 

polarization bistability. In the modelling both impulse duration and parameters of laser system were varied. The results 

of numerical calculation can be formulated in the next form.  

The influence of process dynamics is shown explicitly by increasing a current rate. An increase in the current rate 

leads to the expansion of hysteresis regime. It is connected to the fact that at a high speed of current change there is a shift 

of the polarization switching point to the area of larger currents. And a decrease causes a similar shift to the area of lower 

currents. However, at a sufficiently high speed of current increase (the reference time is comparable to a photon lifetime 

in the resonator) there is an essential distortion of a hysteresis curve that compares qualitatively to the results of the paper 

[3].  

The photon lifetime is the essential parameter that affects the formation processes of output radiation polarization 

in VCSEL. A numerical simulation of polarizable bistability formation process was carried out at a variation of a cavity 

mirrors reflectivity. Hysteresis curve expanding occurs during increasing the mirror reflectivity that corresponds to the 

increase in a photon lifetime. At the same time a natural shift of threshold current occurs simultaneously.   

The shift of polarization switching point to the area of great current values allows to reduce the level of hysteresis 

curve distortion at high speeds of current increase, but at the same time, there is a further expansion of a hysteresis curve.  
It is also necessary to note that the changing current lifetime affects only threshold current value, and has no practical 

effect on the character of the polarization hysteresis curve. 
Thus, the received results confirm the dynamic nature of polarizable bistability. However, this phenomenon demands 

a more detailed and comprehensive investigation. What will serve as a task for the subsequent researches. 
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